SPY GSM 2000 PIR
Function :
A,when the body is near,it will auto start the alarm;
B, The highest sensitivity in the range of 4-5 meters;
C, Put the alarm cat or paste in a certain height, away from
the body within 5 meters within the angular range 120 °
left and right, as long as people or animals, swaying
back and forth in a very short time, induction start.

D. (option) long press SOS emergency calls can be
done, for multiple sets of emergency number
Circular dial, but plugin the ear-set can listen voice
F. GPS Postion Support（The World can support）
Send "w" to the sim numbers and after return a http
link and open it can show the following:
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using methods:
A) Power on: open the deck lid,insert the SIM card follow
the instructions in Figure deck automatically boot.
B) Alarm numbers binded:
i):Communications tools such as mobile phone call
connection after 15 seconds,Machine itself through to
hear the voice call is binding,Operation is very
simple,This way every time should be rebound.
ii): text "alm12345" sent to the machine,the "12345" need
be changed , the binded after a successful machine return
to SMS, in turn, change the number of backwardness to the
machine, can bind mutil numbers, alarm when the machine
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will in turn make binding number all the time, the number
no longer after answering the call, After binding number
this way, I) binding number expire, And the number of
binding boot do not need to bind again next time.
C) delete number :
Binding number for I) way, the card is automatically
deleted, For ii) binding number, send "amov" delete all
number,To end"amov12345"with"12345" to delete the
specific number;
D) the query number :
Binding number for ii) way, send "achk" binding
number query messages.

3: SOS emergency Settings (option)
I) : text "sos10086" sent to the machine, including
"10086" as the need to change the number, binding, in
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turn, change the content of backwardness to machine,
multiple number, binding machine will cycle in the
process of emergency dialing call this set of binding
number, each in turn call 2 times, after a among them is
answered in a loop, loop to terminate.
Ii) : "del" sent to the machine, remove SOS binding
number, also can remove the specific number
"del13800" into the machine, including "13800" is the
need to change the number to delete;
Iii) : "get" sent to the machine, the query SOS binding
number;

三)

Rights of privacy protection: send "safeon" open

access, only by binding number into the machine,
send "safeoff" close permissions, any number can
be reached.
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F) remote control configuration:
1) to send "SMS" to machine, the machine alarm mode
to reply messages
2) send the "call" to machine, alarm mode switch to a
normal phone call
3)Send "0000" to the SIM card number after a
successful turn off this feature;
4) Send "1111" is open induction.

Frequency:
850MHZ, 900MHZ, 1800MHZ, 1900MHZ;

Standby time:
For body sensing:5-7days not for body sensing:15-20days.
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Specification:
A, product size: 4.50*3. 0*1.40 cm
B, working current: below 10 mA
C, idle current ：below 0.05 mA

C, sensitivity: 5-8m center angle 90°
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